Abstract-We show that certain signal constellations invoked for classic differential encoding result in a phenomenon we term as the unbounded differential constellation size (UDCS). Various existing differential transmission schemes that suffer from this issue are identified. Then, we propose an enhanced algebraic field extension-based differential spatial modulation (AFE-DSM) scheme and its enhanced counterpart that strikes a diversityrate tradeoff (AFE-DSM-DR), both of which overcome the UDCS issue without compromising its full transmit diversity advantage. Furthermore, the proposed schemes are extended to incorporate amplitude and phase shift keying (APSK) in order to exploit all the available degrees of freedom. Additionally, we propose a pair of detection schemes specially designed for APSK-aided differential transmission schemes. Explicitly, we conceive the buffered minimum mean squared error (B-MMSE) detector and buffered maximum likelihood (B-ML) detector, which exploit the knowledge of previously detected symbols in order to further improve the detection performance. Our simulation results have shown that the proposed detectors are capable of bridging the performance gap between the conventional differential detector (CDD) and the coherent detector that has full channel state information. Specifically, when employing the proposed APSKaided AFE-DSM scheme operating at a rate of 2 b per channel use, the B-MMSE and B-ML detectors are observed to give about 3-and 3.5-dB signal-to-noise ratio gain with respect to their CDD counterpart at a bit error ratio of 10 −5 .
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE employment of multiple-input multipleoutput (MIMO) systems is imperative for achieving a high spectral efficiency [1] , [2] . While MIMO systems support high data rates, they suffer from low energy efficiency [3] , [4] owing to the power hungry RF-front end components, such as amplifiers and mixers that are required for each of the transmit and receive chains. Furthermore, multi-stream transmissions [2] suffer from a high maximum likelihood (ML) detection complexity at the receiver. Some of these issues were addressed by the recent single-RF chain based transmission scheme known as spatial modulation [5] - [8] , which supports low-complexity single stream ML detection [9] - [13] and it is also energy efficient [14] , [15] . Specifically, the SM system activates only a single transmit antenna (TA) at any time instant, thus a single transmit RF chain is sufficient [5] . More specifically, in SM the input bitstream is divided into blocks of log 2 (M N t ) bits, and in each block log 2 (N t ) bits are used for activating a TA from N t transmit antennas and log 2 (M) bits are used to select a symbol from an M-ary alphabet.
While the SM system offers several advantages over conventional multistream MIMO [2] , it suffers from the lack of transmit diversity owing to its single TA activation constraint. This issue was addressed by amalgamating spacetime block codes (STBC) and the SM scheme [16] - [20] . Furthermore, closed loop schemes were conceived for further addressing this issue, which include link adaptation based SM [21] , [22] , and antenna subset selection aided SM [23] - [26] . However, the majority of the literature, including the family of closed loop techniques mentioned above, was designed for coherent communication, where accurate channel impulse response (CIR) estimation and tracking are assumed at the receiver [27] . But attaining accurate CIRs imposes significant training overhead [27] and hence renders coherent communication unsuitable for rapidly fading highdoppler channel conditions. Differential encoding [28] , [29] overcomes this issue, where each transmitted symbol is a function of the source symbol to be transmitted as well as of the previous transmitted symbol.
Hence, there has been a significant research interest in SM operating in non-coherent communication scenarios [30] - [38] , which is commonly referred to as differential SM (DSM). Specifically, the authors of [30] have proposed permutation matrix based DSM (P-DSM), which uses one of the (N t × N t )-permutation matrices as the dispersion matrix (DM).
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See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. In [31] , the authors have proposed a fixed set of sparse complex-valued matrices to be used as DMs, which is referred to as the DM based DSM (DM-DSM). In [32] , the authors have proposed a cyclic signal structure based DSM scheme (CS-DSM), which was specifically meant for two transmit antennas. In [33] , the authors have proposed a field extension based DSM scheme (FE-DSM) as well as a FE-DSM scheme that is capable of striking a flexible trade-off between the diversity order and transmission rate (FE-DSM-DR).
More recently, the authors of [34] and [35] have proposed an amplitude and phase shift keying (APSK) aided P-DSM scheme, which is referred to as APSK-DSM. Note that all the aforementioned schemes use either PSK or APSK signal sets, and have only one non-zero element in each row and column of the transmit space-time matrix (STM). Furthermore, when employing APSK signal sets, the transmit STM is nonunitary and hence the conventional differential detector (CDD) becomes suboptimal. In [50] , the authors have proposed a minimum mean squared error (MMSE) detector that performs better than the CDD when employing a non-orthogonal spacetime block coded differential transmission scheme (D-STBC).
It is also worth mentioning that the differential input constellation of DM-DSM, FE-DSM, FE-DSM-DR and D-STBC schemes grows unbounded with the transmission block owing to the differential encoding, which we refer to as having unbounded differential constellation size (UDCS). This problem usually arises, when the PSK constellation employed has an arbitrary tilt or when more than one TAs are activated during a given channel use, as in the case of D-STBC. Note that the unbounded constellation issue makes the employment of a high-resolution digital-to-analog convertor (DAC) imperative, which is both expensive and power hungry. On the other hand, if the differential constellation is designed so that it is free from the UDCS issue, then low-cost amplifiers and phase shifters would be sufficient to implement the transmitter, hence alleviating the need for expensive DACs. We discuss this issue in detail in Section-II-C. Table I summarizes the various characteristics of the differential transmission schemes discussed so far. Against this background, the new contributions of this paper are:
1) We first provide a formal discussion of the UDCS issue 1 and then study the existing schemes in this new light. Our theoretical analysis shows that the existing FE-DSM and FE-DSM-DR schemes, which rely on transcendental field extensions [33] , suffer from the UDCS issue. Furthermore, we propose novel algebraic field extension based FE-DSM and FE-DSM-DR schemes, which overcome this issue without compromising the full transmit diversity advantage and lowcomplexity ML detection. The proposed algebraic field extension based schemes are termed as the AFE-DSM and AFE-DSM-DR schemes, which have the following benefits:
a) The proposed schemes are amenable for lowcomplexity differential encoding, where we do not have to multiply complex-valued matrices, instead we obtain the multiplied matrix from a pre-defined dictionary. b) Since the proposed schemes do not suffer from the UDCS issue, they do not require a high resolution DAC at the transmitter [39] , and hence they facilitate low-cost and low-power system design. c) Unlike the existing FE-DSM-DR scheme, which requires two phase angles to be optimized by computer search, the proposed AFE-DSM-DR scheme systematically determines these phases.
Furthermore, in order to achieve higher rates, we further extend the AFE-DSM and AFE-DSM-DR schemes by considering APSK constellations with the aid of differential amplitude encoding. It is worth mentioning that the number of ring amplitudes L a in the proposed APSK extensions are generic unlike those of [34] and [35] . Furthermore, we employ absolute amplitude encoding in the proposed extensions in contrast to their differential counterparts proposed in [34] and [35] , owing to their ability achieve higher capacity as observed in [41] . 2) The APSK aided differential transmission schemes result in non-unitary transmit STMs, which render the CDD suboptimal. The MMSE detector of [50] is known to achieve better performance than the CDD in case of differential schemes employing non-unitary transmit STMs. In this paper, we further generalize the MMSE detector of [50] and propose a novel buffered MMSE (B-MMSE) detector, which makes use of the previously detected transmit STMs. Note that the search complexity of the proposed B-MMSE detector remains the same as that of the CDD. 3) We propose a novel buffered maximum likelihood (B-ML) detector for differential transmission schemes employing non-unitary STMs. As in the case of the B-MMSE detector, the proposed B-ML detector makes use of the previously detected transmit STMs in order to improve the detection performance and its search complexity remains the same as that of the CDD. Furthermore, the B-ML detector is observed to bridge the performance gap between the coherent and noncoherent communication schemes, thus making it an attractive solution.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II details the system model of DSM and discusses the fundamental issues in differential encoding. In Section III, the proposed AFE-DSM and AFE-DSM-DR schemes are presented. In Section IV-A we extend the AFE-DSM and AFE-DSM-DR schemes to support APSK signaling with the aid of differential amplitude encoding. Furthermore, the novel B-MMSE and B-ML detectors are presented in Section IV-B and Section IV-C, respectively. Section V provides our simulation results, while Section VI concludes the paper. 2 II. DIFFERENTIAL SPATIAL MODULATION SYSTEM Consider a MIMO system having N t TAs and N r RAs operating in a quasi-static Rayleigh flat-fading channel, where each of the channel realizations remains constant for several successive channel uses, which is modeled as
where H i ∈ C N r ×N t and N i ∈ C N r ×N t are the channel and noise matrices, respectively, whose entries are from CN (0, 1), X i ∈ C N t ×N t is the transmitted space-time matrix (STM), Y i ∈ C N r ×N t is the received STM, and ρ denotes the average signalto-noise ratio (SNR) at each receive antenna. The subscript i in all matrices indicates the block index.
A. DSM System
If S i ∈ C N t ×N t represents the unitary STM to be transmitted during the symbol period of the i th block, then the differential encoding [28] , [29] of the transmitted STM is represented by X i = X i−1 S i , where X 0 is taken to be I N t . Since the SM system employs only a single RF chain at the transmitter, each column of S i is assumed to have only a single nonzero element. Assuming that the channel remains constant over a period of two successive blocks, we have
, and hence (1) can be written as
Assuming that there is no channel state information (CSI) at the receiver, the optimal differential detector [28] is given bŷ
where S is the set of transmit STMs. Note that the detector in (2) is optimal when the transmit STMs are unitary [29] . In case of non-unitary STMs, such as APSK aided DSM schemes, novel optimal detectors are to be conceived.
B. Dispersion-Matrix Based DSM [33]
The transmitted STM in case of DM-DSM is of the 
C. A Fundamental Issue in Differential Encoding
Considering the differentially encoded STM at the i th block, we have
. . .
which is essentially the product of all the STMs transmitted from the first channel use, since we have
and |S i | = |S| i . Thus, the signal set that the transmitter has to support grows exponentially with the number of transmission blocks, unless the set S is designed to satisfy certain specific conditions. Since practical systems operate at a finite transmission power, the signal set S i would become dense for large i , which renders the scheme unsuitable for practical use. Since S is closed under multiplication, it can be easily shown that S i = S and
Lemma 1: If θ is any algebraic real number such that e j θ is transcendental, then i l=1 S l is a null set for any finite i ≥ 2. Proof: Please refer to Appendix A. We can infer from Lemma 1 and (6) that each of the differential signal sets S i is distinct and hence the number of constellation points to be supported by the transmitter grows unbounded with the number of transmission blocks i . In the aforementioned case, the transmitter should support nearly every phase value in the set [0, 2π), which practical phase shifters can hardly support. Again, this issue is termed as the problem of unbounded differential constellation size. By contrast, the set S does not result in this issue. Thus, the choice of phase offset used in the signal set plays a crucial role in the differential encoding scheme.
Let us now focus our attention on the the existing DSM schemes [30] - [33] . It can be readily verified that the P-DSM [30] and CS-DSM [32] schemes do not suffer from the UDCS, while the DM-DSM [31] , FE-DSM and FE-DSM-DR [33] do suffer from this issue. More specifically, the FE-DSM and FE-DSM-DR [33] employ transcendental elements chosen from the unit circle as phase offset of the PSK signal set, while the DM-DSM scheme employs arbitrary elements which are chosen from the unit-circle as the phase offset of the PSK signal set. Thus, the schemes in [31] and [33] pose the issue of UDCS. Furthermore, it is worth mentioning that the UDCS issue highlighted above can be seen in other differential transmission schemes in the literature, which employ 1) orthogonal space-time block codes [45] , [46] combined with QAM signal sets, 2) non-orthogonal STBCs constructed both from division algebras [43] and from number theory [47] , the Golden code [48] and the perfect STBCs [49] . The performance of these STBCs in the context of differential transmission scheme can be found in [50] . In case of the aforementioned STBCs, the differential constellation becomes dense both in phase as well as in amplitude, when the number of transmission blocks is increased.
III. PROPOSED ALGEBRAIC FIELD EXTENSION BASED DISPERSION MATRIX SET CONSTRUCTIONS
A brief overview of algebraic field extensions as required for our exposition on the proposed DM set construction can be found in [33, Section III-A]. For further details, the readers are referred to [42] and [43] . In this section, we first provide a brief overview of the FE-DSM and FE-DSM-DR schemes [33] , which were constructed based on transcendental field extensions, and then discuss the UDCS issue in the context of these schemes. Secondly, we propose algebraic field extension based DSM schemes for overcoming the UDCS issue, while retaining all the benefits of the FE-DSM and FE-DSM-DR schemes. The proposed schemes are referred to as AFE-DSM and AFE-DSM-DR, which are the algebraic counterparts of FE-DSM and FE-DSM-DR, respectively. [33] 1) FE-DSM:
A. FE-DSM and FE-DSM-DR
i=0 represent the conventional M-PSK signal set, where ω M = e j 2π/M . Let u 1 be algebraic over Q and a 0 = −e j u 1 be a transcendental element over Q(S). For example, u 1 can be √ 3, which is a root of the polynomial x 2 − 3. Consider the field F = Q(S, e j u 1 ), where the polynomial x n + a 0 = x n − e j u 1 (for any n) is irreducible over F. Furthermore, consider the extended field K = F(α), where α is the primitive n th root of e j u 1 . The companion matrix associated with the primitive element is given by
The DM set used by the FE-DSM scheme is given by
where n is chosen to be N t .
The transmit STM set is given by S = D × A, where the set D has scaled identity matrices of the form sI n , such that s ∈ S. Example 1: Consider n = N t = 3 and a 0 = −e j √ 2 . Then, the elements of set A are given by I 3 ,
The following proposition illustrates the UDCS issue in the FE-DSM scheme.
Proposition 1: In FE-DSM scheme, the set of differentially encoded input constellation points can grow as fast as q M symbols over i transmission blocks, where q is the largest positive integer satisfying i (n − 1) = qn + r for some 0 ≤ r < n − 1.
Proof: Please refer to Appendix B.
2) FE-DSM-DR:
Let g · h represent factors of N t . A DM set that allows us to transmit h independent M-PSK symbols in each transmit STM and achieve a transmit diversity order g is constructed as follows. Considering F = Q(S, −e j u 1 ) as before and the extension K = F(α), where α is a primitive g th root of the polynomial p 1 (x) = x g − e j u 1 , we obtain the DM set given by
is the companion matrix of p 1 (x). We define D to be a set of block-diagonal matrices given by
Let us now consider the field extension L = K (β) associated with the polynomial p 2 (x) = x h −e j u 2 , where e j u 2 is transcendental over K and β is the primitive h th root of e j u 2 . Then, the regular representation of an element l =
We define the DM set as
where N = N ⊗ I g . The transmit STM set is given by S = D × A as before. Since FE-DSM-DR uses FE-DSM as its diagonal blocks, it is easy to see that the differential constellation in case of FE-DSM-DR also grows unbounded and hence suffers from the UDCS issue. Fig. 1 illustrates the growth of the differential constellation size in case of transmission schemes employing tilted PSK signal in DM-DSM, FE-DSM, FE-DSM-DR, 3 and in case of OSTBC employing untilted PSK signal set.
Note that the differential constellation in case of OSTBC is normalized for ease of presentation. It is plausible that the transmitter in case of a differential scheme has to support a large set of constellation points. Specifically, the differential constellations of DM-DSM, FE-DSM, FE-DSM-DR require nearly continuous phase, whereas in case of OSTBC aided differential transmission both the amplitude and phase are continuous. In the following section, we propose algebraic field extension based DM set constructions, which overcome the UDCS issue in contrast to the transcendental field extensions considered in [33] .
B. Proposed AFE-DSM and AFE-DSM-DR 1) AFE-DSM:
i=0 represent the conventional M-PSK signal set, where ω M = e j 2π/M . Consider a polynomial of the form x n + a 0 , where a 0 is chosen for ensuring that the polynomial is irreducible over Q(S). From [43, Proposition 5], we show that x n + a 0 is irreducible over F = Q(S) if a 0 = −ω M , so that the primes in the prime factorization of n forms a subset of the primes that appear in the prime factorization of M. Let us now consider the extended field K = F(α), where α is the primitive n th root of ω M . The companion matrix associated with the primitive element α is given by
and the DM set used by the AFE-DSM scheme is given by A = I n , M, M 2 , . . . , M n−1 , where n is chosen to be N t . 3 The tilted PSK signal points result from the arbitrary phase angles used in the DMs in case of DM-DSM and from the phase factors (e ju 1 , e ju 2 ) in case of FE-DSM and FE-DSM-DR schemes.
The transmit STM set is given by S = D × A, as earlier.
Remark 1: In contrast to the transcendental extension considered in [33] , the aforementioned extension is algebraic. Note that since M is a power of two, x n + a 0 is irreducible for any n = 2 l , hence the proposed scheme achieves the full transmit diversity order of n = N t . For more details on the achievable diversity order, please refer to the proof of Proposition 1 [33] .
An important advantage of the proposed AFE-DSM scheme is that it does not suffer from the UDCS issue, which is discussed below.
Proposition 2: In the AFE-DSM scheme, the transmit STM set is closed under multiplication, i.e. S × S ⊆ S.
Proof: Please refer to Appendix C. Corollary 1: In the AFE-DSM scheme, the differential input constellation size does not grow with the number of transmission blocks i .
Proof: The proof directly follows by repeatedly applying Proposition 2.
In the next part of the paper, we extend AFE-DSM to AFE-DSM-DR scheme, which trades off diversity order against the throughput, whilst avoiding the UDCS issue.
2) AFE-DSM-DR:
In contrast to the FE-DSM-DR, where both the field extensions K = F(α) and L = K (β) are transcendental, we consider algebraic extensions in case of AFE-DSM-DR. Specifically, the elements u 1 and u 2 in p 1 (x) = x g −e j u 1 and p 2 (x) = x h −e j u 2 are chosen for ensuring that the associated field extensions are algebraic. Recall that in AFE-DSM x n − ω M is irreducible, when both n and M are powers of two. Thus, we can choose u 1 = 2π/M and g to be a power of two, which renders the polynomial p 1 (x) irreducible over Q(S), hence guaranteeing a transmit diversity order of g. Note that in case of AFE-DSM-DR, we have M g = e j 2π/M I g , which is an important property that assists us in alleviating the UDCS issue. Furthermore, let us consider p 2 (x) = x h − ω M , where we have opted for u 2 = 2π/M. The transmit STM set is given by S = D × A, where D and A are of the form (8) and (9), respectively. The following proposition shows that the AFE-DSM-DR advocate does not suffer from the UDCS issue.
Proposition 3: In AFE-DSM-DR scheme, the transmit STM set is closed under multiplication, i.e. S × S ⊆ S.
Proof: Please refer to Appendix D. Corollary 2: In the AFE-DSM-DR scheme, the differential input constellation size does not grow with the number of transmission blocks i .
Proof: The proof directly follows by repeatedly applying Proposition 3.
Thus, from Corollary 1 and Corollary 2 it becomes evident that the proposed AFE-DSM and AFE-DSM-DR schemes do not suffer from the UDCS issue. In the next part of the paper, we study the AFE-DSM and AFE-DSM-DR schemes in conjunction with differential ASK constellations.
IV. PROPOSED APSK AIDED AFE-DSM
AND AFE-DSM-DR So far we have considered only PSK constellation while studying the AFE-DSM and AFE-DSM-DR schemes. In this section we employ ASK in conjunction with the PSK (APSK) in order to further improve the bandwidth efficiency of the proposed AFE-DSM and AFE-DSM-DR schemes. Furthermore, we conceive several novel detection schemes for striking a performance complexity trade-off.
Let L a denote the number of discrete amplitude levels, which is assumed to be a power of two. Let these amplitude levels be given by {1, α, α 2 , . . . , α L a −1 }, where α > 1. The (L a M)-APSK signal set is then given by {α k ω l M } 0≤k≤L a −1,0≤l≤M−1 . In order to have a unity average power, the signal constellation is assumed to be normalized by √ β, where β =
. The encoding of the transmission amplitude in the i th transmission block is given by γ i = α k i /γ i−1 , where 0 ≤ k i ≤ L a − 1 is chosen based on the log 2 (L a ) bits belonging to the i th transmitted data block.
A. Proposed APSK Aided AFE-DSM and AFE-DSM-DR
Recall from Section III-A.1 that the set D consists of scaled identity matrices of the form sI n , where s ∈ L-PSK signal set. In contrast to this, while employing APSK constellations, we have D = {sI n |s ∈ (L a L)-APSK}, where the |s| = γ i = α k i /γ i−1 is decided based on log 2 (L a ) bits belonging to the i th transmission data block. Furthermore, proceeding along the lines of Proposition 2 and Corollary 1, it can be readily seen that employing APSK constellations does not lead to any UDCS issues in AFE-DSM, i.e. we have finitecardinality differential input constellation. Similarly, in case of AFE-DSM-DR we have
so that the amplitudes of all the PSK symbols s j are differentially encoded as
Note that the differential detector of (2) is no longer optimal, when employing APSK constellations and hence better detectors have to be conceived. In the following subsections, we propose the • Buffered MMSE (B-MMSE) based differential detector;
• Buffered ML (B-ML) differential detector; which are shown to perform significantly better than the conventional differential detector (CDD) of (2) in Section V.
B. Proposed B-MMSE Detector
Since employing an APSK signal set renders the transmit matrices of both AFE-DSM and AFE-DSM-DR to be nonunitary, the CDD (2) is no longer optimal. An MMSE based differential detector was proposed in [50] , which was conceived for overcoming the shortcomings of the CDD in differential transmission schemes employing non-unitary transmit matrices. In this section, we further generalize the MMSE based detector of [50] by considering multiple successive receive matrices instead of two [50] and propose a buffered MMSE based differential detector.
Considering k +1 successive receive matrices, we have (12) (given in the next page) where we have assumed that the channel envelope remains constant for k+1 successive transmission
blocks, i.e. {H j } i j =i−k are identical. Assuming that H i , √ ρ and
Let
, which can be equivalently written as 
The proposed B-MMSE detector is given bŷ
Note that the proposed B-MMSE detector of (16) reduces to that of [50] , when k = 1. We illustrate the proposed B-MMSE detector when k = 2, 3 in the examples provided in the next page. 
C. Proposed B-ML Detector
Considering the system model of (12) and assuming that the channel H i is unknown to the receiver, we have
By invoking the matrix inversion lemma [52] , we have
Furthermore, we have
Substituting (18) and (21) in (17), we have
Taking natural logarithm on either side of (24), we have
The proposed B-ML detector is given byŜ i = arg min S i ∈S (S i ), where 
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Simulation Parameters: In calculating a bit error rate (BER) of 10 −m we have used at least 10 m+2 bits. Each BER point is averaged over 10,000 channel realizations. In all our simulations, we have used block Rayleigh fading channels with a coherence duration of 1000 channel uses. The AFE-DSM and AFE-DSM-DR schemes are assumed to use u 1 = 2π/M and (u 1 , u 2 ) = (2π/M, 2π/M), while employing an M-PSK signal set, respectively. In case of the AFE-DSM-DR scheme, we have considered g = h = 2 and N t = 4. The same set of parameters are used in case of its APSK aided counterparts as well. In the simulation results, the parameter k denotes the buffer length of the B-MMSE and B-ML detectors and the APSK signal set is assumed to have L a = 2 and α = 2.
Let us first compare the BER performance of the existing FE-DSM-DR scheme to that of the proposed AFE-DSM-DR scheme. 4 Fig. 2 compares the BER performance of the existing FE-DSM-DR to that of the AFE-DSM-DR scheme employing various PSK constellations ranging from BPSK to 16-PSK, where both the schemes are assumed to employ the conventional differential detector at the receiver. It is evident from Fig. 2 that the proposed AFE-DSM-DR scheme achieves nearly the same performance as that of the FE-DSM scheme, i.e. it does not suffer from any performance loss. Thus the proposed AFE-DSM and AFE-DSM-DR schemes provide the Fig. 2 . Comparison of the BER performance of FE-DSM-DR with that of AFE-DSM-DR scheme in a system having N t = 4, N r = 2, and employing various PSK signal sets. Fig. 3 . Comparison of the BER performance by B-MMSE detector for various values of buffer length k. Plot (a) and Plot (b) correspond to the APSK aided AFE-DSM scheme operating at 2 bpcu and 3 bpcu, respectively. maximum achievable diversity advantage, while avoiding the UDCS issue. Fig. 3 portrays the BER performance of the B-MMSE detector recorded for various values of buffer length k, Example 3: The B-MMSE metric associated with k = 2 is given as follows:
Example 4: The B-MMSE metric associated with k = 3 is given as follows: when employing the APSK aided AFE-DSM scheme using N t = N r = 2. Specifically, Fig. 3(a) corresponds to the throughput of 2 bpcu, while Fig. 3(b) corresponds to 3 bpcu. It is evident from Fig. 3 that for larger values of k the B-MMSE detector suffers from an error floor. Fig. 4 portrays the BER performance of the B-ML detector in the aforementioned system. It can be seen from the figure that unlike the B-MMSE detector, the B-ML detector does not suffer from any error floor. From Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 , we can also infer that the performance gain of both detectors diminishes as k increases. Furthermore, we can also see from Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 that the performance gain attained drops as the throughput increases. Fig. 5 portrays the BER performance of the B-ML detector for various values of buffer length k, when employing the APSK aided AFE-DSM-DR scheme using N t = 4 and N r = 2. Similarly to the AFE-DSM scheme, it is evident that the performance gain erodes as k increases. This can be attributed to the nature of differential encoding, where any transmit STM is encoded based on the product of the DMs corresponding to the current and the previous channel uses. 5 Note that in Fig. 5(b) , the BER performance of k = 3 is slightly better than that of k = 7. This is attributed to the smaller buffer length, which makes the system more resilient to error propagation. It is important to note that longer buffers do not necessarily imply better performance, since longer buffers are more prone to error propagation. Let us now compare the performance of the proposed detectors against that of the existing CDD and its coherent counterpart. Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 compare the BER performance of the proposed detectors against that of the CDD and its coherent counterpart, when employing the APSK aided AFE-DSM scheme associated with N t = N r = 2. In case of coherent detection, the receiver is assumed to have perfect CSI and employ the ML detector. Specifically, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 correspond to the throughput of 2 bpcu and 3 bpcu, respectively. It is evident from both Figures 6 and 7 that the proposed detectors are capable of outperforming the CDD, while attaining a performance close to that of their coherent counterparts. Specifically, we observe from Fig. 6(a) that the B-MMSE detector (k = 3) attains about 3 dB performance gain over the CDD and hence is only about 1 dB away from (25) can be implemented using a look-up table. Figure 9 gives the variation of computational complexity as a function of N t and N r . Specifically, plot(a) shows the variation of the computational complexity as a function of N t , where N r = 2 and k = 3 are fixed, whereas plot(b) gives the variation of the computational complexity as a function of N r where N t = 4 and k = 3 are fixed. It is evident from Fig. 9 that the computational complexity of the B-ML detector is much lower than that of the B-MMSE detector and it is comparable to that of CDD. Specifically, when N t = 8, N r = 2, and k = 3, the computational complexity of the B-ML detector is about 91% lower than that of B-MMSE detector and about 37% lower than that of CDD. Furthermore, when N t = 4, N r = 8, and k = 3 the computational complexity of Fig. 9 .
Comparison of the computational complexity of the proposed detectors with that of the CDD. Plot(a) gives the variation of the computational complexity as a function of N t , where N r = 2 and k = 3 are fixed, whereas plot(b) gives the variation of the computational complexity as a function of N r , where N t = 4 and k = 3 are fixed. Fig. 10 . Variation of the BER as a function of channel block length in an APSK aided AFE-DSM system having N t = N r = 2 and operating at 2 bpcu. Plot(a) corresponds to the case where the operating SNR is 18 dB, whereas plot(b) corresponds to the case of 24 dB. the B-ML detector is about 86% lower than that of B-MMSE detector and about 25% lower than that of CDD.
Let us now study the sensitivity of the proposed detectors to channel correlations in time. In order to study the sensitivity of the proposed detectors to channel variations, we consider a rapidly varying channel where each channel block of length B L starts with a channel realization H 1 and fades into an independent channel realization H 2 in discrete steps of 1/B L. That is, the channel matrix in the i th channel use is given by Figure 10 compares the variation in the BER in case of the proposed detectors in an APSK aided AFE-DSM system having N t = N r = 2 and operating at 2 bpcu. Specifically, Fig. 10(a) corresponds to the case where the operating SNR is 18 dB, whereas Fig. 10(b) corresponds to the case of 24 dB. It is evident from Fig. 10 that the proposed detectors retain their advantage at all values of B L in comparison to the existing CDD. Furthermore, at a BER of 10 −4 , the proposed B-ML detector is observed to give an SNR gain of 2.5 dB with respect to the CDD when B L = 20 and about 2 dB when B L = 60. Thus, the proposed detector not only requires low-computational complexity but also gives beneficial SNR gains.
Let us now study the sensitivity of the proposed detectors to channel correlations in space. We assume the Kronecker channel model for simulating the correlated channel condition, which is characterized by
t , where R r and R t are the receive and transmit correlation matrices of dimensions N r × N r and N t × N t , respectively. The (i, j ) th element of these matrices is given by σ |i− j | , where 0 ≤ σ ≤ 1 is the correlation coefficient. Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 compare the BER performance of the proposed as well as of the existing detectors in correlated channel conditions. Specifically, Fig. 11 corresponds to the APSK aided AFE-DSM scheme operating at 2 bpcu, whereas Fig. 12 corresponds to the APSK aided AFE-DSM-DR scheme operating at 1.25 bpcu. It is evident from Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 that the proposed detectors are only as sensitive as the CDD or the coherent detector to the channel correlations. It can also be observed that the performance gain of the proposed detectors w.r.t. the CDD remains constant for various channel correlation conditions.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have identified a deficiency of differential encoding termed as the UDCS issue and studied the various existing schemes in the light of this phenomenon. Then the AFE-DSM and AFE-DSM-DR schemes were conceived for overcoming the UDCS issue without compromising the attainable diversity advantage. Furthermore, APSK aided schemes were conceived for further exploiting the available degrees of freedom. Additionally, a pair of novel detection schemes were conceived, which outperform the CDD. Our simulation results have demonstrated that the proposed detection schemes are capable of bridging the performance gap between the CDD and the coherent detector, while retaining the same search complexity as that of the CDD or the coherent detector. 
where 0 ≤ k ≤ M −1. Considering the worst case 6 of q l = n − 1 for 1 ≤ l ≤ i and letting i (n − 1) = qn + r , so that 0 ≤ r ≤ n − 1, we have S i ≡ e 
APPENDIX D PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3
Proof: Considering
where 
